Natural Health
Mattresses
Vitality that is gained from a refreshing regenerative
sleep will flow to all aspects of your life.

You spend 1/3 of your life
on your mattress… It should
support your health
Geovital mattresses support self-healing by
physiological mechanisms in the mattress
core to relieve the spine
Automatic stretching in relation to body
weight removes blockages, relieves the
nerves, discs and promotes circula
tion as well as oxygenation.
Over 280 chronic health problems are
caused by pressure on the nerves, poor
upright and prone posture. Added to this
are allergies and hidden intolerances to
mattress foams, mould, poor oxygenation
or an antenna effect by metal springs
which attracts radiation.
Who better to design your mattress than the company
that works to restore health naturally?
For 30 years the Geovital Academy has developed bedroom
solutions for its patients with chronic complaints.
Lessons learned from successful health recoveries led to
new products and production techniques which also take
into account modern health risks.
With a Geovital mattress you take an important step towards
reclaiming your health.
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Major differences with
other mattresses
Biologically Neutral: The word ‘natural’ can be misleading.
Our testing showed many people have hidden intolerances to
many ‘natural’ mattress materials. Latex being the worst.
Toxin Free: We use carbonated water to create your
mattress foam rather than using chemical propellants.
Metal Free: Metal in a mattress attracts low level radiation
to you and makes electric field exposure from internal wiring
a lot worse.
Anti-Allergy, Anti-Fungal, Anti-Static, high oxygenation of
the skin and therefor also Anti-Aging.

Stretch-Effect
With the involvement of orthopaedic surgeons our stretcheffect was developed. Due to the body weight, the slanted
partitions fold over. This results in an increase of surface
area towards the top and bottom which brings about a
stretch-effect proportional to the body weight. The aim is to
bring the pressure in the spine into the negative by produc
ing a -0.8 to -1 kg traction. The air channels also provide
excellent oxygenation with your every move.

Pressure relief of the intervertebral discs through a gentle
traction and excellent adaptation to the body shape.

KOMBI: The very best
customised to you
The Geovital Kombi mattress is customised 3 dimensionally
to your body size and shape. Supplying unparalleled support
perfect for you. The pressure reducing ankle indentation is a
favourite for many.

Theravital: Adjusting to you
Experience the delight of all our achievements without
customisation. With compression zones and stretch-effect
you are about to sleep like never before regardless which
side you face up.

Vitallind: For children, health resorts and budget
Affordable to anyone, the Vitallind brings the benefits of our
materials but without stretch-effect.

“	Since using his new bed, Rob has been able to sleep
properly for the first time and actually feels better after
lying down through the night. With his medical condition
he was struggling to get relief for his spine and with his new
bed, he is getting support and also comfort. He noticed
the stretching sensation when lying down and while it felt
different to begin with he still slept well waking with less
pain. He is now able to cope with his busy hockey schedule
and will be representing Australia later this year in France.
Thank you from a very happy family and customer for a
wonderful bed that really works.”
						Fiona Summons

Exciting testimonials and further details about
our biologically neutral health mattresses, with
information about creating a healthy bedroom
can be found on the internet:
www.geovital.com.au
www.geovital.co.nz
www.geovital.com

If you have questions, please call us:

